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The control of spin electromagnetic (EM) waves is of great significance in optical communications. Although
geometric metasurfaces have shown unprecedented capability to manipulate the wavefronts of spin EM waves,
it is still challenging to independently manipulate each spin state and intensity distribution, which inevitably
degrades metasurface-based devices for further applications. Here we propose and experimentally demonstrate
an approach to designing spin-decoupled metalenses based on pure geometric phase, i.e., geometric metasurfaces
with predesigned phase modulation possessing functionalities of both convex lenses and concave lenses. Under the
illumination of left-/right-handed circularly polarized (LCP or RCP) terahertz (THz) waves, these metalenses can
generate transversely/longitudinally distributed RCP/LCP multiple focal points. Since the helicity-dependent
multiple focal points are locked to the polarization state of incident THz waves, the relative intensity between
two orthogonal components can be controlled with different weights of LCP and RCP THz waves, leading to the
intensity-tunable functionality. This robust approach for simultaneously manipulating orthogonal spin states
and energy distributions of spin EM waves will open a new avenue for designing multifunctional devices and
integrated communication systems. © 2021 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.420665

1. INTRODUCTION

Metasurfaces, which are the two-dimensional counterpart of
metamaterials, have unprecedented capability to accurately
control the amplitude, phase, and polarization of electromag-
netic (EM) waves at subwavelength resolution [1,2]. Unlike
conventional wavefront modulations based on the gradual
phase accumulation along the propagation direction, the
manipulation of wavefront based on metasurfaces is related
to abrupt phase changes at planar antenna interfaces, opening
a new window to design ultracompact (or ultrathin) devices
that can outperform traditional bulky devices. Metasurfaces
are divided into two categories: one is the resonant metasurfaces
related to resonant phase (e.g., antenna resonance), while the
other is the geometric metasurfaces associated with
Pancharatnam–Berry phase (or geometric phase). Geometric
metasurfaces consisting of anisotropic antennas with identical
shapes and different in-plane orientations are usually applied to
design flat components to manipulate the spin EM waves, e.g.,
left-/right-handed circularly polarized (LCP or RCP) EM

waves. Benefiting from the local control of the wavefronts of
spin EM waves, geometric metasurfaces enable a plethora of
applications including generalized Snell’s law [3–5], metalenses
[6–14], holograms [15–24], the spin Hall effect [25–28],
polarization convertors [29–32], vortex beams [33–37], and
nonlinear photonics [38–40].

The control of the wavefronts (e.g., amplitudes, phases, and
polarizations) of spin EM waves is very important in optical
communications [41,42]. With the increase of communication
capacity, the independent manipulation of multiple spin beams
with controllable energy allocation enables practical applica-
tions in multiple-target detection radar system and multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) communications [43,44].
Additionally, miniaturization and integration are inevitable
trends in the development of modern communication systems,
and thus geometric metasurfaces provide a flexible platform to
design the corresponding ultracompact devices/systems (for
manipulating spin EM waves). Recently, great progress has
been made on the independent manipulation of each spin state
and energy distribution of spin EM waves [45–49]. For exam-
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ple, Liu et al. proposed an approach using full Fourier compo-
nents to design energy-tailorable spin-selective metasurfaces
that can edit the energy configuration with a spin-selective
behavior [43]. Based on the interference of dual geometric
phases, Ding et al. designed a metasurface to demonstrate direct
routing of intensity-editable multibeams [47]. On the other
hand, by combining geometric phase and propagation/dynamic
phase, the spin-decoupled metasurfaces can be designed to
independently modulate spin states of EM waves. For instance,
Xu et al. proposed a spin-decoupled phase control method for
deflecting LCP and RCP output components toward different
angles [48], while Yuan et al. designed a full phase-modulated
metasurface to demonstrate an energy-editable circular
polarization router [49]. Although the spin EM waves with in-
tensity-editable functionality (which means that a designed
metasurface has a fixed intensity ratio between two orthogonal
spin EM beams or multiple beams) have been experimentally
reported in previous works, the independent manipulation of
two orthogonal spin EM beams with intensity-tunable func-
tionality (arbitrary and continuously controllable intensity ratio
between two orthogonal spin EM beams) has not yet been
demonstrated to the best of our knowledge. Here, unlike the
previous spin-decoupling approach depending on joint modu-
lation (geometric phase combined with propagation phase) or
designing multiple metasurfaces (to achieve different intensity
ratios between two orthogonal spin EM beams), an approach
based on the pure geometric phase is proposed to design a spin-
decoupled metalens that can independently modulate each spin
state and intensity ratio of spin EM waves (based on one single
geometric metasurface), leading to a spin-decoupled metalens
with intensity-tunable multiple focal points. Such a spin-
decoupled metalens is designed by integrating the functional-
ities of multiple convex lenses and concave lenses into a single
metasurface. Under the illumination of LCP (or RCP) THz
waves, this metalens can focus the incident THz waves into
multiple RCP (or LCP) focal points, leading to the helicity-
dependent multiple focal points. The intensity ratio between
LCP and RCP multiple focal points can be arbitrarily con-
trolled by different weights of LCP/RCP incident THz waves.
The robust and unique approach in controlling spin state and
energy distribution of spin EM waves may open an avenue for
designing multifunctional devices and integrated systems.

2. DESIGN AND METHOD

A terahertz (THz) spin-decoupled metalens is schematically
shown in Fig. 1. This metalens consists of a variety of micro-
rods with identical shape but different orientations sitting on a
silicon substrate, and thus the manipulation of incident THz
waves is dependent on pure geometric phase. For the incidence
of LCP THz waves, such a metalens can generate two RCP
focal points with the same focal distance (or different focal
distance) that are transversely distributed (or longitudinally dis-
tributed) in the propagation direction (see Fig. 1). In contrast,
there are two LCP focal points [that are transversely distributed
(or longitudinally distributed) in the propagation direction]
that can be observed under the illumination of RCP THz
waves. In fact, our designed geometric metalens enables
spin-decoupling functionality that can focus both LCP and

RCP THz waves into helicity-dependent multiple focal points.
It should be noted that all of the multiple RCP and LCP focal
points are locked to the polarization state of incident THz
waves. Therefore, the intensity of the helicity-dependent multi-
ple focal points can be arbitrarily allocated by controlling the
ellipticity of incident THz waves (see Fig. 1). For a geometric
metalens that can focus LCP EM waves into a focal point, the
required phase modulation can be governed by

φLCP �
2π

λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�x − xL�2 � �y − yL�2 � f 2

L

q
− f L, (1)

in which λ is the working wavelength and f L is the focal length.
The generated RCP focal point is located at (xL, yL, f L) in
theory, and (xL, yL) is an arbitrary coordinate in the x − y plane.

If a geometric metalens can focus the LCP incident EM
waves into multiple focal points, the required geometric phase
can be written as

φn
LCP �

Xn
i�1

�
2π

λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�x − xi�2 � �y − yi�2 � f 2

i

q
− f i

�
, (2)

where the incident EM waves are focused into n focal points
and the ith RCP focal point is distributed at (xi, yi, f i).

In contrast, when a geometric metalens is applied to focus
the RCP EM waves into multiple focal points, the phase profile
for such a metalens can be expressed as

φm
RCP � −

Xm
j�1

�
2π

λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�x − xj�2 � �y − yj�2 � f 2

j

q
− f j

�
, (3)

where the jth LCP focal point is distributed at (xj, yj, f j).
In fact, if a geometric metalens can simultaneously modulate

LCP and RCP EM waves to generate both RCP and LCP
multiple focal points, the total phase profile is given as follows:

φtotal � arg�exp�iφn
LCP� � exp�iφm

RCP��, (4)

in which the phase modulation can focus the incident LCP/
RCP EM waves into n∕m RCP/LCP focal points.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the spin-decoupled metalens with intensity-
tunable multiple focal points. Under the illumination of LCP THz
waves, two RCP focal points are generated, while two LCP focal points
can be observed for the incident RCP THz waves. The intensity be-
tween two RCP focal points and two LCP focal points can be arbi-
trarily modulated with different weights of LCP and RCP incident
THz waves.
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It should be noted that the total phase requirements in
Eq. (4) contain two independent phase profiles: one is the
phase profile that can focus the LCP component into multiple
RCP focal points, while the other is the phase profile that can
focus the RCP component into multiple LCP focal points.
Therefore, a spin-decoupled metalens with the aforementioned
function [see Eq. (4)] is realized by embedding the function-
alities of multiple convex lenses and concave lenses into a single
metasurface, i.e., the LCP (RCP) EM waves will “see” n convex
lenses and m concave lenses (m convex lenses and n concave
lenses) under the modulation of phase profile in Eq. (4).

Figure 2(a) shows a schematic of the spin-decoupled metal-
ens consisting of a variety of anisotropic silicon microrods with
predesigned in-plane orientations. The unit cell is shown in
Fig. 2(b), and the structure parameters are optimized as L �
99 μm, W � 35 μm, h1 � 500 μm, and p � 120 μm
(period). The thickness of silicon-based substrate is h2 �
500 μm. As depicted in Fig. 2(c), a unit cell with the long axis
along the x axis is interacting with transverse-electric (TE) and
transverse-magnetic (TM) THz waves, and the corresponding
transmission spectra show strong oscillations. Therefore, the
anisotropic microrod with substrate can be considered a hybrid
Fabry–Perot resonator (like in Ref. [8]). The transmissivities of
both the TE and TM THz waves at f � 0.6 THz are the same
(T � 90%), while the phase retardation between the TE and
TM transmitted waves is 175° (≈π) [see Fig. 2(d)].
As a consequence, the designed microrod can be considered
as a quasi-perfect half-wave plate (at f � 0.6 THz), and thus
the incident circularly-polarized (CP) EM waves (interacting
with the microrod) will be converted into CP EM waves with
orthogonal polarization and an additional phase delay of �2θ
(θ is the rotating angle between the x axis and the long side of
the microrod; “+” and “−” represent the sign of the phase shift

for the incident RCP and LCP light, respectively). Figures 2(e)
and 2(f ) show the two fabricated samples to generate four trans-
versely [see Fig. 2(e)] and longitudinally [see Fig. 2(f )] distrib-
uted helicity-dependent focal points, respectively. In order to
experimentally demonstrate the properties of the designed met-
alenses, near-field scanning THz microscopy (NSTM) is used
to detect the corresponding electric-field distributions.

3. RESULTS

As a feasibility study, we first discuss the spin-decoupled metal-
ens that can generate helicity-dependent multiple focal points
with the same focal distance. Numerical simulations and exper-
imental demonstrations of such a metalens are shown in Fig. 3.
To verify our proposed approach, a metalens consisting of
100 × 100 microrods (with different in-plane orientations) is
designed to generate the required phase profile. The work fre-
quency is 0.6 THz. The focusing parameters of these helicity-
dependent multiple focal points are predesigned as follows:
x1L � x2L � 1.5 mm, x1R � x2R � −1.5 mm, y1L � y2L �
−1.5 mm, y1L � y2L � 1.5 mm, and f 1

L � f 2
L � f 1

R � f 2
R �

4.0 mm. In theory, such a spin-decoupled metalens can gen-
erate two RCP (LCP) focal points located at (1.5, 1.5,
4.0 mm) and (1.5, −1.5, 4.0 mm) [(−1.5, 1.5, 4.0 mm)
and (−1.5, −1.5, 4.0 mm)], under the illumination of LCP
(RCP) THz waves. Figure 3(a1) shows the simulated elec-
tric-field intensity (jE j2) distribution of our designed metalens
upon the incidence of LCP THz waves (with ellipticity
χ � 1.0). There are two RCP focal points that can be observed
after the metalens. One focal point is nearly located at (1.5, 1.5,
3.75 mm), while the other one is nearly at (1.5, −1.5,
3.75 mm). Here, the discrepancy in focal distance between the
theoretical design and numerical simulation can be attributed

Fig. 2. Schematic, principle, and fabrication of the spin-decoupled metalens. (a) Schematic of the spin Hall metalens consisting of a variety of
silicon microrods with identical shape but different orientations. (b) Unit cell of the microrod. (c) The transmission spectra of microrods under the
illumination of TE and TM THz waves. (d) The corresponding phase difference between the transmitted TE and TM THz waves. (e) and
(f ) Optical images of the fabricated spin-decoupled metalenses that can generate transversely distributed and longitudinally distributed RCP
and LCP multiple focal points, respectively.
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to the nonperfect half-wave plate of each microrod. The exper-
imental measurement is shown in Fig. 3(a2). Under the illu-
mination of LCP THz waves, the fabricated metalens [see
Fig. 2(e)] can also modulate the incident THz waves into
two focal points, and they are located at (1.5, 1.5,
3.75 mm) and (1.5, −1.5, 3.75 mm), respectively. In compari-
son with Figs. 3(a1) and 3(a2), the experimental measurement
is well matched with the numerical simulation, except for a
slight deviation (i.e., different sizes between numerical and
measured focal points) that can be ascribed to fabrication errors
and testing errors. Figures 3(a3) and 3(a4) show the calculated
and measured electric-field intensity along y � 1.5 mm, and
one peak with normalized intensity of T � 1 is observed nearly
at x � 1.5 mm. When the incident THz beam is switched into
a left-handed elliptically polarized (LECP) THz beam (with

ellipticity χ � 0.152), the spin-decoupled metalens can gener-
ate two more focal points as shown in Figs. 3(b1) and 3(b2). In
addition to the original two RCP focal points nearly located at
(1.5, 1.5, 3.75 mm) and (1.5, −1.5, 3.75 mm), there are an-
other two LCP focal points generated nearby at (−1.5, 1.5,
4 mm) and (−1.5, −1.5, 4 mm), respectively. The normalized
electric-field intensities of the upper left and right focal points
are 0.42 and 0.58, respectively [see Figs. 3(b3) and
3(b4)]. For the incidence of linearly polarized (LP) THz waves
(with ellipticity χ � 0), there are still four focal points that can
be observed [see Figs. 3(c1) and 3(c2)], but the electric-field
intensity ratio between the left and right two focal points is
0.5:0.5 [see Figs. 3(c3) and 3(c4)]. The electric-field intensity
ratio between the left and right two focal points is flipped to
0.58:0.42, when the right-handed elliptically polarized (RECP)

Fig. 3. Electric-field intensity distributions (jE j2) for the spin-decoupled metalens that can generate transversely distributed multiple focal points.
(a1), (a2), (b1), (b2), (c1), (c2), (d1), (d2), and (e1), (e2) are the corresponding electric-field intensity distributions at the x − y plane (z � 3.75 mm)
for the incidence of LCP, LECP, LP, RECP, and RCP THz waves, respectively. (a3), (a4), (b3), (b4), (c3), (c4), (d3), (d4), and (e3), (e4) are the
corresponding electric-field intensity distributions at line y � 1.5 mm (z � 3.75 mm) for the incidence of LCP, LECP, LP, RECP, and RCP THz
waves, respectively.
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THz waves with ellipticity χ � −0.152 interact with the
metalens [see Figs. 3(d1)–3(d4)]. In addition, under the illu-
mination of RCP THz waves (with ellipticity χ � −1.0), the
two focal points in the right side disappear, while the left
two focal points with normalized intensity of T � 1 can be
observed as shown in Figs. 3(e1)–3(e4). The simulated focusing
efficiency of the designed spin-decoupled metalens is 32.8%,
while the measured focusing efficiency is 24.5%. The low fo-
cusing efficiency of the fabricated metalens can be attributed to
the intrinsic limitation (the approach of pure geometric phase
to design the spin-decoupled metalens), and fabrication errors,
i.e., collapse/loss of rods and unmatched size between the fab-
ricated and designed rod. In order to further enhance the work-
ing efficiency, we need to improve the fabrication accuracy (to
reduce the fabrication errors) and carefully select quality mate-
rials, e.g., TiO2, GaN, like in Refs. [9,50]. As a summary, the
intensity ratio between two RCP and two LCP focal points can
be flexibly controlled by changing the weights of the LCP
and RCP THz waves, that is, the designed spin-decoupled met-
alens enabling intensity-tunable functionality. Under the

illumination of THz waves with different polarization states,
the calculated and measured electric-field intensity distribu-
tions along line y � −1.5 mm (z � 3.75 mm) are shown in
Appendix A, while the calculated and measured electric-field
intensity distributions in the x − z plane are supplied in
Appendix B. The calculated electric-field intensities at focal
plane with different ellipticity are given in Appendix C. The
sizes of the focal points and focal lengths are supplied in
Appendix D (see Tables 1 and 2).

The proposed approach cannot only modulate the incident
THz waves into transversely distributed multiple focal points
but also enables the capability to steer the THz waves to form
longitudinally distributed multiple focal points with intensity-
tunable functionality. Figure 4 shows the calculated and mea-
sured results. The structure parameters of such a metalens for
focusing longitudinally distributed multiple focal points are as
follows: x1L � x2L � x1R � x2R � 0 mm, y1L � −y1R � 1.0 mm,
y2L � −y2R � 1.5 mm, f 1

L � f 1
R � 4.0 mm, and f 2

L � f 2
R �

6.0 mm. Therefore, there are two longitudinally distributed
RCP focal points that can be observed at (0, 1.0, 4.0 mm)

Fig. 4. Electric-field intensity distributions (jE j2) for the spin-decoupled metalens that can generate longitudinally distributed multiple focal
points. (a1), (a2), (b1), (b2), (c1), (c2), (d1), (d2), and (e1), (e2) are the corresponding electric-field intensity distributions at the x − z plane
(y � 0 mm) for the incidence of LCP, LECP, LP, RECP, and RCP THz waves, respectively. (a3), (a4), (b3), (b4), (c3), (c4), (d3), (d4), and
(e3), (e4) are the corresponding electric-field intensity distributions at line z � 3.75 mm for the incidence of LCP, LECP, LP, RECP, and
RCP THz waves, respectively.
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and (0, 1.5, 6.0 mm), under the illumination of LCP THz
waves, while two longitudinally distributed LCP focal points
are generated at (0, −1.0, 4.0 mm) and (0, −1.5, 6.0 mm),
under the illumination of RCP THz waves. Figure 4(a1) shows
the calculated electric-field intensity distribution of the de-
signed metalens for the incidence of LCP THz waves. Two
RCP focal points are observed after the metalens, and one is
located at (0, 1.0, 3.75 mm), while the other is distributed at
(0, 1.5, 5.7 mm). In an experiment, these two RCP focal points
can also be detected as shown in Fig. 4(a2). The calculated and
measured electric-field distributions at line z � 3.75 mm
(x � 0 mm) are shown in Figs. 4(a3) and 4(a4), and only one
peak with normalized transmission (T � 1) at y � 1.0 mm
can be observed. In comparison with Figs. 4(a1) [or 4(a3)]
and 4(a2) [or 4(a4)], the numerical simulations agreed well
with the measurement results. When the incident LCP THz
waves are switched into LECP THz waves with ellipticity of
χ � 0.152, two more LCP focal points are generated at (0,
−1.0, 3.75 mm) and (0, −1.5, 5.7 mm), respectively [see
Figs. 4(b1) and 4(b2)]. The electric-field distributions at line
z � 3.75 mm demonstrate that the normalized intensity ratio
between RCP and LCP focal points is 0.58:0.42. In addition,
for the incidence of LP (with χ � 0), RECP (with χ �
−0.152), and RCP (with χ � −1.0) THz waves, the normalized
intensity ratios between RCP and LCP focal points are
0.5:0.5, 0.42:0.58, and 0:1, respectively, demonstrating the
intensity-tunable functionality of the designed metalens [see
Figs. 3(c1)–3(e4)]. The simulated focusing efficiency of this
spin-decoupled metalens is 32.5%, while the measured focus-
ing efficiency is 21.8%. The sizes of the focal points and focal
lengths are supplied in Appendix D (see Tables 3 and 4). The
electric-field distributions at line z � 5.7 mm (x � 0 mm) are
shown in Appendix E, and the electric-field distributions at the
x − y plane (z � 3.75 mm and z � 5.7 mm) are given in
Appendix F and Appendix G. The calculated electric-field
intensities at the focal plane with different ellipticity are sup-
plied in Appendix H.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Geometric phase-based (or Pancharatnam–Berry phase-based)
metasurfaces (named geometric metasurfaces) enable an
unprecedented capability to control the phase, polarization,
and amplitude of circularly polarized EM waves by arranging
the orientation angle (θ) of each anisotropic antenna.
Geometric metasurfaces with predesigned phase profiles are ro-
bust against fabrication tolerance (antenna size and roughness)
and material property variations. However, the inherent con-
jugated symmetry, i.e., equal and opposite phase distributions
under the illumination of LCP and RCP EM waves, inevitably
hinders geometric metasurfaces from implementing spin-
decoupled/switchable functionalities. To overcome this limita-
tion, the traditional approach is to combine the geometric
phase and propagation phase (or dynamic phase) together to
decouple the spin-locking between two helicity components.
As demonstrated in Ref. [51], the independent manipulation
of chiral holograms is realized based on both geometric phase
and propagation phase. A THz spin-decoupled bifunctional
metacoupler was proposed and numerically demonstrated for

independently deflecting/manipulating LCP and RCP compo-
nents, i.e., simultaneously generating anomalous reflection and
converting the incident waves into SPPs (surface plasmon po-
laritons) [52]. Furthermore, the independent manipulation of
two orthogonal spin components with applications in generat-
ing spin-coupled multiple focal points, orbital angular momen-
tum (OAM) vortices, anomalous refraction, beam splitters, and
holograms has been demonstrated [53–58]. In the same way,
Zhang et al. designed the spin-decoupled metasurfaces (based
on propagation and geometric phases) to independently
manipulate the two (incident) orthogonal helicity components,
and thus the switchable functionalities and the simultaneous
generation of separate multiple integer and fractional OAM
modes occupying both copolarized and cross-polarized output
channels were also realized [59,60]. Another approach to design
polarization-controlled metasurfaces is based on pure propaga-
tion phase. For example, Boroviks et al. and Yin et al. proposed
gap surface plasmon-based metasurfaces and hyperbolic meta-
surfaces to independently control the x-polarized and y-polar-
ized EM waves. By accurately designing the structure of each
unit cell (with different sizes) to match the predesigned phase
requirement (which can be considered propagation phase), the
polarization-controlled focal points can be generated [61,62].
However, the traditional method (the pure propagation phase
or the combining of geometric phase and propagation phase)
that can independently manipulate two orthogonal helicity
components (or x-polarized and y-polarized EM waves) inevi-
tably needs to perform the scanning of a large number of
parameters to achieve the desired unit cells (a variety of
meta-atoms with different sizes to match the propagation phase
requirement). Metasurfaces with planar chiral meta-atoms or
chiral geometric metasurfaces can also decouple the spin-
locking between two orthogonal helicity components [63–65].
Based on the chiral atoms (or chiral phase), geometric phase,
and propagation phase, Chen et al. [63] and Yuan et al. [64]
demonstrated the spin-independent holograms and the inde-
pendent phase modulation functionality in four channels.
All of these two works also relied on both propagation and geo-
metric phases, and thus scanning of a large number of param-
eters to achieve the desired unit cells is inevitable. In addition,
Chen et al. designed plasmonic chiral geometric metasurfaces to
realize spin-independent holograms. But this approach is lim-
ited to fabricating complicated and stepped nanoapertures in
comparison with our single-layer metalens [65]. In fact, we
have proposed an approach to design spin-decoupled metal-
enses based on the pure geometric phase. This method has ob-
vious advantages in the simplicity of designing spin-decoupled
metasurfaces (without scanning a large number of parameters)
that can independently manipulate two orthogonal helicity
components. For the designed metalenses, the intensity ratio
between helicity-dependent focal points can be continuously
allocated by switching the polarization of incident THz waves
from LCP to RCP. However, the target phase in Eq. (4) con-
sists of two convex lenses and two concave lenses (resulting in a
diverging beam), and the maximal focusing efficiency of the
designed metalens cannot exceed 50% in theory, which is
an intrinsic limitation (disadvantage) of our proposed
approach. In a word, the approach demonstrated in this work
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provides a flexible platform (with obvious advantages in the
simplicity of designing spin-decoupled metasurfaces based
on pure geometric phase) that can independently and contin-
uously allocate intensity ratio between helicity-dependent focal
points, but at the cost of losing working efficiency.

In summary, we have proposed an approach to design a
spin-decoupled metalens that can independently modulate two
orthogonal spin states of spin THz waves based on pure geo-
metric phase. As a multifocus metalens, the incident LCP (or
RCP) THz waves could be focused into helicity-dependent
multiple focal points. The transversely distributed (or longitu-
dinally distributed) helicity-dependent multiple focal points
were experimentally demonstrated, and the intensity ratios be-
tween the RCP and LCP multiple focal points were arbitrarily
allocated by selecting different weights of LCP and RCP THz
waves. The robust and flexible approach in manipulating spin
EM waves may have potential applications in designing multi-
functional devices and integrated communication systems.

APPENDIX A: ELECTRIC-FIELD INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS (jEj2) OF A SPIN-DECOUPLED
METALENS AT LINE y � −1.5 mm (z � 3.75 mm)

Figure 5 shows the corresponding electric-field distributions at
line y � −1.5 mm (z � 3.75 mm), under the illumination of
LCP, LECP, LP, RECP, and RCP THz waves. For the inci-
dence of LCP (χ � 1.0) THz waves, one peak (with normal-
ized transmission T � 1) near x � 1.5 mm is observed [see
the calculated and measured results in Figs. 5(a1) and 5(b1)].
When the polarization of incident THz waves is switched to
LECP (χ � 0.152), two peaks located at x � 1.5 mm and
x � −1.5 mm are observed. The normalized intensities be-
tween these two peaks are 0.42 and 0.58, respectively [see
Figs. 5(a2) and 5(b2)]. The relative intensity ratio of these two
peaks is changed to 0.5:0.5 for the incidence of LP (χ � 0)
THz waves [see Figs. 5(a3) and 5(b3)]. The normalized
intensities between these two peaks are flipped (0.58:0.42)

for the incidence of RECP (χ � −0.152) THz waves [see
Figs. 5(a4) and 5(b4)]. In contrast, only one peak (with nor-
malized transmission T � 1) near x � −1.5 mm is observed,
under the illumination of RCP (χ � −1.0) THz waves [see
Figs. 5(a5) and 5(b5)].

APPENDIX B: ELECTRIC-FIELD INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS (jEj2) AT THE x − z PLANE

Figure 6 shows the calculated and measured electric-field dis-
tributions at the x − z plane for the spin-decoupled metalens
that can generate transversely distributed multiple focal points.
As shown in Fig. 6(a1), one focal point located at (1.5, 1.5,
3.75 mm) is observed at the x − z plane (y � 1.5 mm). The
measured electric-field distribution shown in Fig. 6(a2) is
matched well with the numerical simulation [in Fig. 6(b1)].
For the incidence of LECP (χ � 0.152), LP (χ � 0), and
RECP (χ � −0.152) THz waves, another focal point appears
at (−1.5, 1.5, 3.75 mm) [see Figs. 6(a2)–6(a4) and Figs. 6(b2)–
6(b4)]. Under the illumination of THz waves with the polari-
zation switched from LCP to RCP, only one focal
point located at (−1.5, 1.5, 3.75 mm) can be observed [see
Figs. 6(a5) and 6(b5)]. As depicted in Figs. 6(a1)–6(b5), the
intensity of the focal point located at the upper half space be-
comes weaker and weaker, while the intensity of the focal point
located at the upper half space gets stronger and stronger when
the incident THz waves with polarization gradually switched
from LCP to RCP. Figures 6(c1)–6(d5) show the correspond-
ing electric-field distributions at the x − z plane (y �
−1.5 mm). For the incidence of LCP (χ � 1.0), LECP (χ �
0.152), LP (χ � 0), RECP (χ � −0.152), and RCP
(χ � −1.0) THz waves, the intensity-tunable functionality be-
tween helicity-dependent focal points is also demonstrated [see
Figs. 6(c1)–6(d5)]. Therefore, the designed spin-decoupled
metalens enables unprecedented capability that can focus the
incident spin THz waves into multiple helicity-dependent focal

Fig. 5. Calculated and measured electric-field intensity distributions at line y � −1.5 mm (z � 3.75 mm) for the incidence of (a1), (b1) LCP,
(a2), (b2) LECP, (a3), (b3) LP, (a4), (b4) RECP, and (a5), (b5) RCP THz waves.
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points and flexibly control the intensity ratio between the
helicity-dependent multiple focal points.

APPENDIX C: SIMULATED ELECTRIC-FIELD
INTENSITIES (jEj2) AT THE FOCAL PLANE

Figure 7 shows the calculated electric-field intensities at the fo-
cal plane under the illumination of THz waves with different

polarization states. As shown in Fig. 7(a) (red curve) for the
incidence of THz waves with ellipticity gradually switched from
�1 to −1, the normalized electric-field intensity (jE j2) at point
(1.5, 1.5, 3.75 mm) is gradually decreased from 1 to 0. In con-
trast, the normalized electric-field intensity (jE j2) at point (1.5,
1.5, 3.75 mm) is gradually increased from 0 to 1, when the
ellipticity of the incident THz waves is gradually switched from

Fig. 6. Electric-field intensity distributions (under the illumination of THz waves with polarization switched from LCP to RCP) at the x − z plane
for the spin-decoupled metalens that can generate transversely distributed multiple focal points.

Fig. 7. Simulated electric-field intensities (jE j2) at the focal plane. (a) The electric-field intensities (jE j2) at point (1.5, 1.5, 3.75 mm) (red curve)
and point (−1.5, 1.5, 3.75 mm) (blue curve) with different ellipticity of the THz waves. (b) The electric-field intensities (jE j2) at point (1.5, −1.5,
3.75 mm) (orange curve) and point (−1.5, −1.5, 3.75 mm) (dark yellow curve) with different ellipticity of the THz waves.
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�1 to −1 as shown in Fig. 7(a) (blue curve). The corresponding
electric-field intensities at point (1.5, −1.5, 3.75 mm) and point
(−1.5, −1.5, 3.75 mm) for the incidence of THz waves (with
ellipticity gradually switched from �1 to −1) are shown in
Fig. 7(b). The intensity-tunable functionality between two
orthogonal helicity-dependent focal points is also demonstrated

by controlling the weights of LCP and RCP incident
THz waves.

APPENDIX D: SIZES OF FOCAL POINTS AND
FOCAL LENGTH

Table 1. Sizes of the Focal Points of the Metalens for Generating Transversely Distributed Multiple Focal Points

Focal Position (mm) LCP (χ � 1.0) LECP (χ � 0.152) LP (χ � 0) RECP (χ � −0.152) RCP (χ � −1.0)

Simulation (1.5, 1.5, 3.75) 310 μm 320 μm 320 μm 320 μm N/A
(−1.5, 1.5, 3.75) N/A 320 μm 320 μm 320 μm 310 μm

Experiment (1.5, 1.5, 3.75) 500 μm 545 μm 550 μm 535 μm N/A
(−1.5, 1.5, 3.75) N/A 525 μm 615 μm 600 μm 500 μm

Simulation (1.5, −1.5, 3.75) 305 μm 325 μm 320 μm 320 μm N/A
(−1.5, −1.5, 3.75) N/A 320 μm 320 μm 320 μm 305 μm

Experiment (1.5, −1.5, 3.75) 485 μm 560 μm 550 μm 535 μm N/A
(−1.5, −1.5, 3.75) N/A 575 μm 625 μm 625 μm 500 μm

Table 2. Focal Length of the Metalens for Generating Transversely Distributed Multiple Focal Points

Focal Position (mm) LCP (χ � 1.0) LECP (χ � 0.152) LP (χ � 0) RECP (χ � −0.152) RCP (χ � −1.0)

Simulation (1.5, 1.5, 3.75) 905 μm 910 μm 910 μm 915 μm N/A
(−1.5, 1.5, 3.75) N/A 905 μm 910 μm 910 μm 900 μm

Experiment (1.5, 1.5, 3.75) 1355 μm 1290 μm 1290 μm 1255 μm N/A
(−1.5, 1.5, 3.75) N/A 1300 μm 1270 μm 1185 μm 1155 μm

Simulation (1.5, −1.5, 3.75) 905 μm 910 μm 910 μm 910 μm N/A
(−1.5, −1.5, 3.75) N/A 900 μm 910 μm 915 μm 905 μm

Experiment (1.5, −1.5, 3.75) 1260 μm 1255 μm 1330 μm 1305 μm N/A
(−1.5, −1.5, 3.75) N/A 1285 μm 1310 μm 1225 μm 1170 μm

Table 3. Sizes of the Focal Points of the Metalens for Generating Longitudinally Distributed Multiple Focal Points

Focal Position (mm) LCP (χ � 1.0) LECP (χ � 0.152) LP (χ � 0) RECP (χ � −0.152) RCP (χ � −1.0)

Simulation (0, 1.0, 3.75) 305 μm 280 μm 280 μm 275 μm N/A
(0, 1.5, 5.70) 370 μm 350 μm 345 μm 340 μm N/A

Experiment (0, 1.0, 3.75) 480 μm 635 μm 605 μm 680 μm N/A
(0, 1.5, 5.70) 590 μm 720 μm 725 μm 710 μm N/A

Simulation (0, −1.0, 3.75) N/A 280 μm 280 μm 280 μm 305 μm
(0, −1.5, 5.70) N/A 345 μm 345 μm 345 μm 370 μm

Experiment (0, −1.0, 3.75) N/A 625 μm 580 μm 725 μm 485 μm
(0, −1.5, 5.70) N/A 715 μm 710 μm 765 μm 565 μm

Table 4. Focal Length of the Metalens for Generating Longitudinally Distributed Multiple Focal Points

Focal Position (mm) LCP (χ � 1.0) LECP (χ � 0.152) LP (χ � 0) RECP (χ � −0.152) RCP (χ � −1.0)

Simulation (0, 1.0, 3.75) 895 μm 900 μm 890 μm 895 μm N/A
(0, 1.5, 5.70) 1250 μm 1260 μm 1260 μm 1260 μm N/A

Experiment (0, 1.0, 3.75) 1350 μm 1375 μm 1395 μm 1450 μm N/A
(0, 1.5, 5.70) 2505 μm 2475 μm 2550 μm 2625 μm N/A

Simulation (0, −1.0, 3.75) N/A 900 μm 890 μm 890 μm 895 μm
(0, −1.5, 5.70) N/A 1260 μm 1260 μm 1265 μm 1260 μm

Experiment (0, −1.0, 3.75) N/A 1270 μm 1325 μm 1330 μm 1335 μm
(0, −1.5, 5.70) N/A 2355 μm 2450 μm 2525 μm 2615 μm
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APPENDIX E: ELECTRIC-FIELD INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS (jEj2) OF A SPIN-DECOUPLED
METALENS AT LINE z � 5.75 mm (x � 0 mm)

The simulated and experimentally measured electric-field in-
tensity distributions at line z � 5.75 mm (x � 0 mm) are
shown in Fig. 8. For the incidence of LCP THz waves, one
peak with normalized transmission T � 0.615 is observed

at (0, 1.5, 5.75 mm) [see Figs. 8(a1) and 8(b1)]. Under the
illumination of LECP (χ � 0.152), LP (χ � 0), and RECP
(χ � −0.152) THz waves, one more peak appears at (0,
−1.5, 5.75 mm). The intensity ratios between these two
peaks [at (0, 1.5, 5.75 mm) and (0, −1.5, 5.75 mm)] are
about 0.58:0.42, 0.5:0.5, and 0.58:0.42, respectively [see
Figs. 8(a2)–8(b4)]. For the incidence of RCP (χ � −1.0)

Fig. 8. Calculated and measured electric-field intensity distributions at line z � 5.75 mm (x � 0 mm), for the incidence of (a1), (b1) LCP, (a2),
(b2) LECP, (a3), (b3) LP, (a4), (b4) RECP, and (a5), (b5) RCP THz waves, respectively.

Fig. 9. Electric-field intensity distributions (under the illumination of THz waves with polarization switched from LCP to RCP) at the x − y plane
(z � 3.75 mm) for the spin-decoupled metalens that can generate longitudinally distributed multiple focal points.
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THz waves, the right peak disappears, leading to only one peak
located at (0, −1.5, 5.75 mm). The normalized intensity for the
right peak is about 0.615 as shown in Figs. 8(a5) and
8(b5). Therefore, the intensities of these two helicity-
dependent focal points can be flexibly controlled by changing
the ellipticity of the incident THz waves.

APPENDIX F: ELECTRIC-FIELD INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS �jEj2) AT THE x − y PLANE
(z � 3.75 mm)

Figure 9 shows the electric-field intensity distributions of a
spin-decoupled metalens (that can generate longitudinally dis-
tributed multiple focal points) when the polarization of inci-
dent THz waves is gradually switched from LCP to RCP.
Under the illumination of LCP THz waves, one focal point is
observed at (0, 1.0, 3.75 mm) [see Figs. 9(a1) and 9(b1)], while
the focal point located at (0, −1.0, 3.75 mm) cannot be ob-
served as shown in Figs. 9(c1) and 9(d1). When the ellipticity
of the incident THz waves is switched to χ � 0.152 (LECP),
χ � 0 (LP), or χ � −0.152 (RECP), another focal point is ob-
served at (0, −1.0, 3.75 mm) [see Figs. 9(a2)–9(d4)]. For the
incidence of RCP THz waves, the focal point at (0, 1.0,
3.75 mm) disappears, and only a focal point located at (0,
−1.0, 3.75 mm) can be observed as shown in Figs. 9(a5)–9(d5).
In fact, when the polarization of incident THz waves is

gradually switched from LCP to RCP, the intensity of the
upper focal point [at (0, 1.0, 3.75 mm)] gets weaker and
weaker, while it becomes stronger and stronger for the focal
point at (0, −1.0, 3.75 mm), demonstrating an intensity-
tunable metalens.

APPENDIX G: ELECTRIC-FIELD INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS �jEj2) AT THE x − y PLANE
(z � 5.7 mm)

For the spin-decoupled metalens that can generate longitudi-
nally distributed multiple focal points, another one (or two)
focal point(s) will be generated in the longitudinal direction
as shown in Fig. 10. For the incidence of LCP THz waves,
one focal point is observed at (0, 1.5, 5.7 mm), and none
of focal points can be observed at (0, −1.5, 5.7 mm) [see
Figs. 10(a1)–10(d1)]. Under the illumination of LECP
(χ � 0.152), LP (χ � 0), or RECP (χ � −0.152) THz waves,
another focal point located at (0, −1.5, 5.7 mm) appears as
shown in Figs. 10(a2)–10(d4). In contrast, only a focal point
located at (0, −1.5, 5.7 mm) can be observed for the incidence
of RCP THz waves [see Figs. 10(d1)–10(d5)]. The calculated
and measured electric-field distributions in Fig. 10 also dem-
onstrate that the designed spin-decoupled metalens enables
intensity-tunable functionality between helicity-dependent
focal points.

Fig. 10. Electric-field intensity distributions (under the illumination of THz waves with polarization switched from LCP to RCP) at the x − y
plane (z � 5.7 mm) for the spin-decoupled metalens that can generate longitudinally distributed multiple focal points.
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APPENDIX H: SIMULATED ELECTRIC-FIELD
INTENSITIES (jEj2) AT THE FOCAL PLANE

The calculated electric-field intensities of a spin-decoupled
metalens (that can generate longitudinally distributed multiple
focal points) at the focal plane are shown in Fig. 11. When the
polarization of incident THz waves is gradually changed from
LCP to RCP, the normalized intensity at (0, 1.0, 3.75 mm) [see
the red curve in Fig. 11(a)] is decreased from 1 to 0, while the
normalized intensity at (0, −1.0, 3.75 mm) is increased from 0
to 1 [see the blue curve in Fig. 11(a)]. The corresponding nor-
malized electric-field intensity at point (0, 1.5, 5.7 mm) [or (0,
−1.5, 5.7 mm)] is modulated from 0.615 to 0 (or 0 to 0.615)
when the incident THz waves have polarization switched from
LCP to RCP [see Fig. 11(b)]. In comparison with Figs. 11(a)
and 11(b), we can conclude that the designed spin-decoupled
metalens (that can generate longitudinally distributed multiple
focal points) can enable the intensity-tunble functionality be-
tween the helicity-dependent focal points.
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